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Sustainability Research
This was Kipling's first published story, written at the age of 18 while working for
The Civil and Military Gazette in Lahore. The Gazette printed The Gate of the
Hundred Sorrows on 26 September 1884. Four years later, it appeared in the
collected Plain Tales from the Hills, also printed in India. Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30
December 1865 - 18 January 1936 was an English short-story writer, poet, and
novelist. He wrote tales and poems of British soldiers in India and stories for
children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of British India, and
was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. Kipling's works of
fiction include The Jungle Book (a collection of stories which includes "Rikki-TikkiTavi"), the Just So Stories (1902), Kim (1901), and many short stories, including
"The Man Who Would Be King" (1888). His poems include "Mandalay" (1890),
"Gunga Din" (1890), "The Gods of the Copybook Headings" (1919), "The White
Man's Burden" (1899), and "If-" (1910). He is regarded as a major innovator in the
art of the short story; his children's books are enduring classics of children's
literature; and one critic described his work as exhibiting "a versatile and luminous
narrative gift." Kipling was one of the most popular writers in England, in both
prose and verse, in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Henry James said:
"Kipling strikes me personally as the most complete man of genius (as distinct
from fine intelligence) that I have ever known." In 1907, he was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Literature, making him the first English-language writer to receive the
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prize, and its youngest recipient to date. Among other honours, he was sounded
out for the British Poet Laureateship and on several occasions for a knighthood, all
of which he declined. Kipling's subsequent reputation has changed according to
the political and social climate of the age and the resulting contrasting views about
him continued for much of the 20th century. George Orwell called him a "prophet
of British imperialism." Literary critic Douglas Kerr wrote: "He [Kipling] is still an
author who can inspire passionate disagreement and his place in literary and
cultural history is far from settled. But as the age of the European empires recedes,
he is recognised as an incomparable, if controversial, interpreter of how empire
was experienced. That, and an increasing recognition of his extraordinary narrative
gifts, make him a force to be reckoned with.

The Meaning of Idealism
Recalled to Life
Grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary practice for every unit Extra vocabulary More Words to Learn Check What You Know

Practice Exam Papers
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Insight Upper Intermediate Workbook
"The Signal-Man" is aHorror/mystery story by Charles Dickens, first published as
part of the Mugby Junction collection in the 1866 Christmas edition of All the Year
Round.The railway signal-man of the title tells the narrator of an apparition that
has been haunting him. Each spectral appearance precedes a tragic event on the
railway on which the signalman works. The signalman's work is at a signal-box in a
deep cutting near a tunnel entrance on a lonely stretch of the railway line, and he
controls the movements of passing trains. When there is danger, his fellow
signalmen alert him by telegraph and alarms. Three times, he receives phantom
warnings of danger when his bell rings in a fashion that only he can hear. Each
warning is followed by the appearance of the spectre, and then by a terrible
accident.The first accident involves a terrible collision between two trains in the
tunnel. Dickens may have based this incident on the Clayton Tunnel crash[1] that
occurred in 1861, five years before he wrote the story. Readers in 1866 would
have been familiar with this major disaster. The second warning involves the
mysterious death of a young woman on a passing train. The final warning is a
premonition of the signalman's own death

Oliver Twist
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Focuses on thorough preparation for the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE)
exam. In this title, the end of unit Review sections and the practice exam papers
develop exam confidence. It comes with audio and an access code to Macmillan
Practice Online (MPO) providing students with more material for exam preparation.
It is a 'With Key' version.

Mosaic of Thought
Bidding on Brooks is the first book about the Philadelphia-based, wildly-handsome
Winslow brothers who are all on the look-out for love. (Except Preston. He's been
down that road before and still has the scars to prove it. And maybe Cameron,
because he's super hot, but too hot-headed to be decent boyfriend material)
Railroaded into a bachelor auction by his sister, Jessica, Brooks Winslow asks his
friend, Skye Sorenson, to bid on him to avoid the possibility of any romantic
entanglements. Fiercely competitive and protective of those he cares for, Brooks
was profoundly affected by the loss of his father at an early age. A witness to his
mother's terrible loneliness and his siblings' grief, the ex-Olympian has never
allowed himself to fall in love. Skye Sorenson, the plucky mechanic at Sorenson
Marina, where Brooks moors his three sailboats, is a credible sailor in her own
rightand has quietly lusted after Brooks for years. But her longstanding friendship
with Brooks has always made romance seem impossible. When Skye agrees to bid
on Brooks, the two cast off for a weeklong ocean adventure on Brooks' sailboat,
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The Zephyr, where the last thing Skye expects to lose is her heart. Return to the
world created in the English Brothers books with this fresh foursome of scorching
hot Winslow Brothers! "

The Young King and Other Stories
Fairy tales, ghost stories, detective fiction and comedies of manners - the stories
collected in this volume made Oscar Wilde's name as a writer of fiction, showing
breathtaking dexterity in a wide range of literary styles. Victorian moral justice is
comically inverted in 'Lord Arthur Savile's Crime' and 'The Canterville Ghost', and
society's materialism comes under sharp, humorous criticism in 'The Model
Millionaire', while 'The Happy Prince' and 'The Nightingale and the Rose' are
hauntingly melancholic in their magical evocations of selfless love. These small
masterpieces convey the brilliance of Wilde's vision, exploring complex moral
issues through an elegant juxtaposition of wit and sentiment.

The Subject(s) of Phenomenology
insight will challenge, develop and inspire your students.It will motivate and
engage them with thought provoking topics and information rich texts which will
challenge their opinions and inspire them to think critically about the world they
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live in.It will prepare them for a life of learning with a clear focus on developing
their skills and autonomous learning habits.It will give your students a deeper
awareness of how language works, furnishing them with not just the meaning of
vocabulary but also the rules that govern its use, allowing your students to use it
with confidence.

Ready for Advanced [Certificate in Advanced English]
The Meaning of Idealism is a journey: from Plato and Aristotle to Neoplatonism to
Medieval theories of being and knowing, from these to Orthodox spirituality, to
Vedic mysticism, from Vedic mysticism to astrology, from astrology to modern
science-including relativity, the mathematical theory of invariants, and the
multidimensional universe.

Bidding on Brooks
The insight workbook provides further practice of the language taught in the
Student's book plus an abundance of extra resources including Literature insight,
Pronunciation insight and Exam insight sections.

The Story of Muhammad Din
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New English File: Upper-Intermediate: Student's Book
Complete and unabridged paperback edition. First Published 1833

The Complete Short Fiction
'One of history's most impressive field studies; an instant animal classic' TIME Jane
Goodall's classic account of primate research provides an impressively detailed
and absorbing account of the early years of her field study of, and adventures with,
chimpanzees in Tanzania, Africa. It is a landmark for everyone to enjoy.

Loving London
Famed crime solver Dr. Gideon Fell attends a housewarming party in the English
countryside, but a ghost spoils the fun in Golden Age mystery master John Dickson
Carr’s stylish, baffling mystery novel The house is called Longwood, and its history
is wet with blood. It is closed up for good in 1920, when a massive chandelier falls,
crushing an eighty-year-old butler. Oddly enough, the old chandelier was sturdy,
and there was no way it could have fallen unless the butler leapt and swung on it.
Was he mad? Suicidal? Or was he being pursued by something from beyond the
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grave? Seventeen years later, Longwood is purchased by Martin Clarke, a rakish
young man with a taste for the supernatural. He invites his friends for a
paranormal housewarming, but it is not long before the festivities turn gruesome.
Chairs fly, guns fire on their own, and a mysterious fire threatens to engulf the
whole mansion in flames. Clarke and his guests came for a ghost hunt—but could it
be that the ghost is hunting them? The Man Who Could Not Shudder is the 12th
book in the Dr. Gideon Fell Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
order. The Man Who Could Not Shudder is the 12th book in the Dr. Gideon Fell
Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

New English File
In the Shadow of Man
Straightforward and jargon-free, Mosaic of Thought is relevant to all literaturebased classrooms, regardless of level. It offers practical tools for inservice
teachers, as well as essential methods instruction for preservice teachers at both
the undergraduate and graduate level.

The Mystery of Edwin Drood
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Classics for children

The Man Who Could Not Shudder
Grammar can be fun! Students will find grammar practice enjoyable with New
Round-Up. Clear grammar tables and explanations combined with lots of practice
make understanding the language easy for young learner. Lessons provide a
variety of games and written exercises and students will have plenty of
opportunities for additional practice with the interactive student CD-ROM.

Living in Problematicity
At the heart of Dickens's second novel is a story as much about crime and poverty
as it is about justice and charity. Orphaned at birth, Oliver Twist grows up under
the loveless, relentless watch of a workhouse. He runs away with hopes for a
better life in London, only to become-at the hands of the unforgettable Artful
Dodger-a guileless pawn in a gang of pickpockets and robbers working for Fagin,
one of Dickens's most controversial villains. Full of ingenious plot twists, at turns
thrilling, tragic, tender, and sharp-eyed, Oliver Twist is among Dickens's most
enduring classics; the story of a young orphan who dares to say, "Please, sir, I want
some more.
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The Signal-Man Illustrated
David Copperfield
Round Up Level 6 Students' Book/CD-ROM Pack
This text emphasizes the ideas behind modern game theory rather than their
mathematical expression, but defines all concepts precisely. It covers strategic,
extensive and coalitional games and includes the topics of repeated games,
bargaining theory and evolutionary equilibrium.

Great English Monarchs and their Times
The perfect balance of readability and formalism. Joel Watson has refined his
successful text to make it even more student-friendly. A number of sections have
been added, and numerous chapters have been substantially revised. Dozens of
new exercises have been added, along with solutions to selected exercises.
Chapters are short and focused, with just the right amount of mathematical
content and end-of-chapter exercises. New passages walk students through tricky
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topics.

Brentano's Philosophical System
7 units Colloquial English video lessons Consolidation and review pages after each
unit Communication section and Listening scripts Grammar Bank, Vocabulary
Bank, Phrasal Verbs in Context, Sound Bank and Wordlist

Strategy: An Introduction to Game Theory (Third Edition)
Classic Charles Dickens 2
Uriah Kriegel presents a rich exploration of the philosophy of the great nineteenthcentury thinker Franz Brentano. He locates Brentano at the crossroads where the
Anglo-American and continental European philosophical traditions diverged. At the
centre of this account of Brentano's philosophy is the connection between mind
and reality. Kriegel aims to develop Brentano's central ideas where they are overly
programmatic or do not take into account philosophical developments that have
taken place since Brentano's death a century ago; and to offer a partial defense of
Brentano's system as quite plausible and in any case extraordinarily creative and
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thought-provoking. Brentano's system grounds a complete metaphysics and value
theory in a well-developed philosophy of mind, and accordingly the book is divided
into three parts, devoted to Brentano's philosophy of mind, his metaphysics, and
his moral philosophy. The book's fundamental ambition is to show how Brentano
combines the clarity and precision of the analytic philosopher with the sweeping
vision of the continental philosopher. Brentano pays careful attention to important
distinctions, conscientiously defines key notions, presents precise arguments for
his claims, judiciously considers potential objections, and in general proceeds very
methodically - yet he does so not as an end in itself, but as a means only. His end
is the crafting of a grand philosophical system in the classical sense, attempting to
produce nothing less than a unified theory of the true, the good, and the beautiful.

Oliver Twist-English Classics
It is a great pleasure to share with you the Springer CCIS 111 proceedings of the
Third World Summit on the Knowledge Society––WSKS 2010––that was organized
by the International Scientific Council for the Knowledge Society, and supported by
the Open Research Society, NGO, (http://www.open-knowledge-society.org) and
the Int- national Journal of the Knowledge Society Research, (http://www.igiglobal.com/ijksr), and took place in Aquis Corfu Holiday Palace Hotel, on Corfu
island, Greece, September 22–24, 2010. The Third World Summit on the
Knowledge Society (WSKS 2010) was an inter- tional scientific event devoted to
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promoting the dialogue on the main aspects of the knowledge society towards a
better world for all. The multidimensional economic and social crisis of the last
couple years brings to the fore the need to discuss in depth new policies and
strategies for a human-centric developmental process in the global c- text. This
annual summit brings together key stakeholders of knowledge society dev- opment
worldwide, from academia, industry, government, policy makers, and active
citizens to look at the impact and prospects of it information technology, and the
knowledge-based era it is creating, on key facets of living, working, learning,
innovating, and collaborating in today’s hyper-complex world.

International Bibliography of History of Education and
Children's Literature (2013)
HISTORY Do you know that Henry VIII was happily married for almost 20 years to
the same queen before meeting his other wives? Do you know Queen Elizabeth
refused to marry in spite of all the men who loved her? And do you know what
particular events during Queen Victoria’s long reign contributed to making the
British Empire the biggest ever? English monarchs have fascinated the world for
centuries. We are all curious to find out about their lives, their loves, their
ambitions and their secrets. Dossiers: Reading a Painting and others
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Bridge. Per la Scuola Media
HUMAN INTEREST David’s life changes for the worse when his mother dies and he
is left with a cruel stepfather who sends him to work in London. But he doesn’t
want to work in a factory all his life, so he runs away and finds a kind relative who
is willing to help him. As David grows up, he learns that life is full of trouble,
hardship and cruelty. But he also finds friendship, kindness and … love. Dossiers:
Dover, Australia

Sketches by "Boz"
Packed full of French flavour and idyllic settings this is a romantic, heart-warming
and unputdownable new novel about life and love, perfect for anyone who loves
Milly Johnson, Lucy Diamond and Debbie Johnson. Suddenly unemployed and
single, Anna escapes to her parents' beautiful house in France for a much needed
recharge – and to work out what she wants to do next with her life now her
carefully mapped out plan has gone out the window. Anna gives herself 6 months
to recuperate, all the while helping renovate her parents' adjoining gites into
picturesque B&Bs. But working alongside the ruggedly handsome Sam on the
renovation project, she didn't expect for life to take an unexpected, if not
unwelcome, twist 'I adored this book. A wonderful escapist read For me, it's a 5
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star read!' Katherine, Katherine's Book Universe. 'I adored this beautifully written
tale. The score is a well deserved and easy 5* out of 5*' Ginger Book Geek. 'This
book gives you all the feels. It'll make you want to move to France and start a new
life Lucy Coleman has a way of writing where it feels like you're actually there
standing beside Anna and you mentally really feel involved in the story' Stacey,
The Cosiest Corner.

Hard Times
Bringing together established researchers and emerging scholars alike to discuss
new readings of Husserl and to reignite the much needed discussion of what
phenomenology actually is and can possibly be about, this volume sets out to
critically re-evaluate (and challenge) the predominant interpretations of Husserl’s
philosophy, and to adapt phenomenology to the specific philosophical challenges
and context of the 21st century. “What is phenomenology?”, Maurice MerleauPonty asks at the beginning of his Phenomenology of Perception – and he
continues: “It may seem strange that this question still has to be asked half a
century after the first works of Husserl. It is, however, far from being resolved.”
Even today, more than half a century after Merleau-Ponty’s magnum opus, the
answer is in many ways still up for grasp. While it may seem obvious that the main
subject of phenomenological inquiry is, in fact, the subject, it is anything but self
evident what this precisely implies: Considering the immense variety of different
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themes and methodological self-revisions found in Husserl’s philosophy – from its
Brentanian beginnings to its transcendental re-interpretation and, last but not
least, to its ‘crypto-deconstruction’ in the revisions of his early manuscripts and in
his later work –, one cannot but acknowledge the fact that ‘the’ subject of
phenomenology marks an irreducible plurality of possible subjects. Paying tribute
to this irreducible plurality the volume sets out to develop interpretative takes on
the phenomenological tradition which transcend both its naive celebration and its
brute rejection, to re-articulate the positions of other philosophers within the
framework of Husserl’s thought, and to engage in an investigative dialogue
between traditionally opposed camps within phenomenology and beyond.

The French Adventure
Charles Dickens is rightly hailed as the grand master of Victorian literature. His
astonishing range extends from tales of political intrigue to poignant coming-of-age
sagas, and his superb eye for detail has conjured some of the most memorable
characters in English fiction - from the cruel Miss Havisham of Great Expectations
to the treacherous Uriah Heep of David Copperfield. This timeless collection brings
together his most iconic novels. David Copperfield Hard Times The power of
[Dickens] is so amazing that the reader at once becomes his captive.' William
Makepeace Thackeray
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A Dinner at Poplar Walk
Enjoy! L'inglese Va in Vacanza. Per la Scuola Elementare
The Yorkshire detectives reopen an old murder case and stir a royal scandal in this
“dynamic, surprising mystery” (Publishers Weekly). Reginald Hill “raised the
classical British mystery to new heights” when he introduced pugnacious Yorkshire
Det. Inspector Andrew Dalziel and his partner, the callow Sgt. Peter Pascoe (The
New York Times Book Review). Their chafing differences in education, manners,
technique, and temperament made them “the most remarkable duo in the annals
of crime fiction” (Toronto Star). Adapted into a long-running hit show for the BBC,
the Gold Dagger Award–winning series is now available as ebooks. It was a coldblooded murder committed in one of Yorkshire’s country estates. The conspirators:
Sir Ralph Mickledore and his lover, American nanny Cissy Kohler. The victim:
Mickledore’s hapless wife. Mickledore’s execution for the open-and-shut case made
headlines. Thirty years later, so has Cissy’s parole in light of new testimony
suggesting her innocence. But when the witness whose long-suppressed evidence
is murdered, Dalziel and Pascoe realize the damage done by the fatal affair isn’t
over. But whose secrets will prove more revealing? Those buried with Mickledore
and his wife a generation ago? Or those Cissy is holding on to for dear life?
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Recalled to Life is the 14th book in the Dalziel and Pascoe Mysteries, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Make It! Make It! Workbook 1 2 3
Jason Vanderholt, Hollywood's hottest actor, falls head over heels for everygirl,
Chloe Winters, who hasn't gotten around to watching most of his movies. She
becomes the woman every other woman in America is dying to be, but it just isn't
her fairytale.

Oliver Twist.
Insight Upper Intermediate Student Book
Someone Else's Fairytale
Written deliberately to increase the circulation of Dickens's weekly magazine,
"Household Words, Hard Times" was a huge and instantaneous success upon
publication in 1854. Yet this novel is not the cheerful celebration of Victorian life
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one might have expected from the beloved author of "The Pickwick Papers" and
"The Old Curiosity Shop," Compressed, stark, allegorical, it is a bitter expose of
capitalist exploitation during the industrial revolution-and a fierce denunciation of
the philosophy of materialism, which threatens the human imagination in all times
and places. With a typically unforgettable cast of characters-including the heartless
fact-worshipper Mr. Gradgrind, the warmly endearing Sissy Jupe, and the eternally
noble Stephen Blackpool-"Hard Times" carries a uniquely powerful message and
remains one of the most widely read of Dickens's major novels.

An Introduction to Game Theory
Classic / British English Strange and wonderful things happen in t seven short
stories. Oscar Wilde takes us into a world of kings and queens, mermaids and
witches, giants and dwarfs, and talking animals. Exciting and amusing, happy and
sad, these stories are for all ages.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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